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Abstract. As the scale of high performance computer keeps increasing, the
hierarchical high dimension direct network, such as Cray Dragonfly and K
computer 6D mesh, becomes commonly used. In such architecture, the variety
of topologies in each hierarchy leads to the complexity of topology and routing
algorithm. Facing to the high complexity and scalability, parallel network
simulator is the suitable platform to design network architecture efficiently and
study its performance. We design and implement a packet-level parallel
network simulator HiNetSim which can achieve both high accuracy and
efficiency. In addition, the simulator provides flexible interfaces and
configuration files for establishing hierarchical topologies and implementing
routing algorithms. As a demonstration of HiNetSim, studies on flattened
butterfly, 4D Torus and a proposed hierarchical network are given. Evaluation
shows that HiNetSim achieves linear parallel speedup and is capable of
simulating the network with tens of thousands nodes.

1

Introduction

Today, the scale of interconnection network is keeping increasing and is expecting to
hold hundreds of thousands of nodes [1]. To balance the scalability and performance,
the hierarchical direct network architecture corresponding to the communication
locality is widely used. In the hierarchical network, different hierarchies of the
network often possesses different switching capacities, such as IBM BlueGene/Q 5D
torus [2, 3] K tofu nested 6D torus [4] and Cray dragonfly [5]. Facing with different
switching capacities, the network topology varies between different network
hierarchies. In this case, the full system network architecture becomes more
complicated and the fully adaptive routing algorithm is hard to design.
Network simulator is the most commonly used platform to perform the network
evaluation. However, to study the complex hierarchical network efficiently, a network
simulator must fulfill the following requirements.
1) Scalability: the network simulator must be capable of simulating large scale
network. Only when the network scale is large enough, can many performance
issues such as load balancing and network congestion show up.
*
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2)

Accuracy: the microarchitecture of network devices should also be simulated in
detail, since they have great effect on the full system performance. For example,
the number of virtual channels is a key factor for both the network performance
and deadlock-free routing algorithm.
3) Flexibility: user interfaces should be friendly enough to quickly implement new
architectures (topology and corresponding routing algorithm) for different
hierarchies.
4) Performance: the simulation of the large scale network should be finished in a
reasonable time.
However, most simulators are written with sequential codes and cannot meet the
requirement of scalability and performance, such as BookSim [6], Xmulator [7],
CINSim [8], MINSimulate [9] and INSEE [10]. Some parallel simulators, such as
NSIM [11], simuRed [12] and topaz [13], are limited to a subset of network
topologies and cannot meet the requirement of flexibility. BigNetSim [14] can
perform efficient parallel simulation. However, it is designed with a new language
Charm++ which introduces a long learning curve for users to develop new topologies
and routing algorithms. The Network Simulator (ns) series [15] and DCNSim [16] are
focus on internet system and lack of the micro-architecture details.
In this paper, we design and implement a parallel cycle-accurate network simulator
HiNetSim to perform studies on the complex hierarchical network architecture.
HiNetSim is written in C/C++ and uses a kernel-based framework. The simulation
kernel SimK [17] is in charge of the functions needed by the PDES (parallel discrete
event simulation) including the synchronization and communication mechanism,
simulation task scheduling, and memory management. In this case, users can focus
only on the simulation of network behavior which greatly reduces the developing time
of new network models.
As the building block of hierarchical network, basic network architectures, such as
fat-tree, all-to-all, nD torus, nD mesh, flattened butterfly and etc., have been
implemented in HiNetSim. In addition, HiNetSim provides flexible user interfaces
and configuration files to customize topologies and routing algorithms.
The reset of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses key issues of
designing HiNetSim; Section 3 describes the architecture and implementation of
HiNetSim; Section 4 demonstrates the ability of HiNetSim by simulating some
example networks. Section 5 shows performance result of HiNetSim. Section 6 gives
the conclusion.

2
2.1

Key Issues and Design
Parallelism

In HiNetSim, each network component, such as NIC and switch, is defined as one LE
(Logic Element). LE is the basic element for parallel simulation and scheduling.
Timing synchronization between LEs is the key issue regarding the correctness of
simulation function. We adopted PDES (Parallel Discrete Event Simulation)
mechanism [18] a parallel distributed synchronization mechanism to solve this.

There are two PDES mechanisms: conservative and optimistic. In the conservative
model, events with later time stamp can only be processed after the earlier ones. In the
optimistic one, events with later time stamp may be processed in advance. If an earlier
time stamp arrives, a rollback mechanism is used to guarantee the correctness of
simulation. However, the rollback needs large memory to store undetermined states
and makes the debugging of network simulation much more difficult. To save the
memory usage and shorten the developing time, we apply the conservative
mechanism in HiNetSim.
2.2

Load Balancing

In the parallel simulation, if simulating workloads assigned to different
threads/processes are not balance enough, the parallelism efficiency will be greatly
decreased. To achieve the load balancing, we deploy both static and dynamic
mechanisms.
At the initialization phase of the simulation, a static load balancing mechanism is
used. According to different network topologies, HiNetSim provides an effective
graph allocation strategy to put LEs into the same process based on their
communication affinity. The problem statement of the LE allocation is: given a graph
G with n weighted vertices and m weighted edges, how to divide the vertices into p
sets so that every set has similar sum value of vertex weights and sum value of edge
weights respectively. This problem is known to be NP complete, but there are some
heuristic approximate solutions. We use Chaco (a graph partitioning package) to solve
this problem which works well in partitioning hierarchical network topologies.
At the simulating phase, to achieve sub-millisecond granularity workload
migration, a cooperated migration mechanism is proposed, which combines the merit
of workload sharing and workload stealing. For each thread, our mechanism separates
run_list and mig_list for normal execution and migration. Inside a thread, LEs are
scheduled and stolen as follows:
1) All ready LEs are first put into the run_list. If the affinity flag of the LE indicates
it has just been migrated, it is put to tail, otherwise to head.
2) Check the length of run_list, if it has beyond a threshold, excessive LEs are
moved to the mig_list.
3) Check local run_list, if it is not empty, LEs in it are sent to execute, and LEs in
local mig_list are moved to local run_list. Otherwise, it tries to steal LEs from
remote mig_lists.
2.3

Cycle-level Accuracy

To guarantee the cycle-level accurate, simulation in flit level may be the best solution.
However, the flit-level simulation introduces plenty of simulation tasks and
eventually leads to poor efficiency. To carry out the large-scale simulation with the
same accuracy within a reasonable time, we use packet-level simulation in virtual cut
through switching (VCT). In addition, VCT is the most commonly used switching
technology. Our process of the packet-level simulation is:

1)

When the first flit of a packet arrives at one switch, the switch accepts it only if
there is enough space for the whole packet in its receiving queue.
2) The switch selects one packet from its receiving queues based on certain
arbitration algorithm and calculates the flow control credit to check whether the
receiving side has enough space to accept it.
3) If the flow control credit is enough, then the switch sends out the packet flit by
flit until the last one is sent out.
In simulation, we assume that all switches in an interconnection network have the
same bandwidth. If we define the length of flit as L, the bandwidth of switch as BW,
TR (w, k) and TS (w, k) as the time stamps of switch w receiving and transmitting the
kth flit respectively, TC as the time of arbitration delay, routing delay, flow control
and etc., then the TS (w, k) can be described as:
TS(w,0) = TR(w,0) + Tc

TS(w,k) = TS(w, k-1)+L/BW

(1)

k=0
1≤ k ≤ n .

As shown in the equation (1), TS (w, n) can be determined when TR (w, 0) and Tc is
known. If we assume that all the ports of switches in an interconnection network have
the same bandwidth, then TS (w, n) = TR (w, 0) + Tc + (n-1) × L/BW. Therefore,
instead of simulating all the flits, the performance result can be obtained by
simulating only the first flit and the last flit of each packet. Such simplification can
accelerate the simulation without any loss of accuracy.
2.4

Flexibility
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Network topology, routing algorithm, and flow control mechanism are tightly coupled
with each other. In addition, many configurable parameters in network devices are
only working with certain topologies and routing algorithms. Thus, achieving the
flexibility of supporting various kinds of network architecture is rather difficult.
We implement a hierarchical structure to separate the simulation of
microarchitecture of the network device and mechanisms for full simulated network
(flow control and routing algorithm) from each other. Hierarchical structure is widely
used in computer filed, such as operating systems, network, and etc. In HiNetSim, we
borrow this idea and implement the LE with three layers. As shown in Figure 1:

 Universal_LE Model: takes charge of the scheduling of LE and defines the work
flow of simulated network device including sending, receiving, arbitration and etc.
The model does not implement any parameters or mechanisms of the target network.
 Framework Model: simulates the device micro-architecture including DMA,
crossbar, buffers, routing unit and flow control unit and etc.. It also performs the
function of performance statistics.
 User Model: implements the mechanisms of packet initialization, flow control
and routing algorithm.
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3.1

Implementation
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HiNetSim architecture

As is shown in Figure 2, in HiNetSim, LEs (can be switch or NIC) are connected with
each other following the target network topology and SimK as the simulation kernel
schedules LEs into execution and performs the synchronization and communication
between LEs. Regarding a new network architecture, users can build the simulation
from following four aspects: topology, routing algorithm, flow control mechanism,
and switch/NIC micro-architecture. HiNetSim has implemented several well-known
network architectures including fully connected, n-dimension torus, flattened butterfly,
fat tree and etc. So, users can easily build their hierarchical networks by reusing codes
of the implemented networks in proper network hierarchies.
3.2

Topology Generation

There are two independent topologies establishing modules: basic module and
customized module. Basic module implements the configuration of our implemented
topologies, including fully connected, torus, fat tree, and etc., while the customized
module is used to configure user defined hierarchical topologies. To construct a
topology, user can either write codes with HiNetSim’s APIs (for complicated regular
topologies) or describe the topology in configuration files (for irregular topologies).

3.3

Routing Mechanism

Since the routing algorithm is always tightly combined with topology, four routing
mechanisms are supported to achieve the best flexibility:
1) Source address routing: fill the destination port vector (record the destination
port number in each hop) in the packet structure.
2) Table-based routing: fill the address-to-port mapping table in each switch /router
structure.
3) Dimension order routing: especially for n-dimension mesh and torus topologies,
fill the packet structure with the description of dimension ordering and fill the
dimension-to-port mapping table in each switch/router structure;
4) Zone routing [3]: an adaptive routing mechanism for direct networks, fill the
zone identification, destination address and guidance bits of dimension ordering
in the packet structure and fill the zone masks in each switch/router structure.
3.4

Flow Control Mechanism

HiNetSim implements the credit-based flow control mechanism as the default option.
In PDES, two LEs are usually running at different timestamps, so we must buffer the
flow control packet in a dedicated queue in the destination LE and pop it out when the
destination LE has reached the timestamp of the flow control packet. To simplify the
implementation without violating PDES synchronization policy, each flow control
packet contains two different timestamps: one indicates the time to use the credit and
the other one is the timestamp of the source LE for passing the flow control packet to
the destination LE.
3.5

Simulation of Network Devices

HiNetSim simulates the detailed micro-architectures of NIC and switch. The router in
HPC interconnection network is built from several NICs and a switch. As shown in
Fig. 3, the NIC model contains seven modules: trace generator (generating artificial
traffic patterns, such as uniform random, tornado, bit reversal and etc.), North Bridge
(simulation of the I/O bus), DMA model (simulation of a RDMA engine), route
generator (generating routing information to be carried with packets), receiver
(receiving packets and putting them in the receiving buffers), transmitter (transmitting
packet out) and flow control.
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NIC model

Fig.4.

Switch model

Fig. 4 shows an input-queuing switch model in HiNetSim. It contains five
modules: receiver (receiving packets and putting them into corresponding virtual

channels), transmitter (performing the output arbitration and transmitting packet out),
crossbar (for each transmitter, selecting proper packets to send out), routing control
(calculating destination port based on current routing mechanism), and flow control.
Parameters such as the number and depth of virtual channels, receiving delay,
arbitration strategy (round-robin, matrix arbiter or priority) and delay, internal bus
bandwidth and etc. are configurable.

4

Simulation Examples

In this section, we perform simulations on both basic networks (flattened butterfly and
4D torus) and a proposed large-scale hierarchical network (4.5D Torus shown in
Section IV.C) to demonstrate the simulation capability of HiNetSim.
4.1

Flattened Butterfly (FB): 1024 Nodes
Table 1.
Name
FB1
FB2
FB3
FB4

1024 nodes fattened butterfly
Configurations
8×8
16×16
8×8×8
4×4×4×4

# of nodes per switch
16
4
2
4

Fig. 5 shows the topology of the two dimensions flattened butterfly [19]. In each row
and column, switches are fully interconnected with each other. Table 1 shows 4
different kinds of configurations of 1024 nodes flattened butterfly, including 2 to 4
dimensions. First column in Table 1 shows the net name we called in our simulation.
Configuration column shows the number of nodes per dimension, and the last column
shows the number of nodes per switch directly connected with. We use VOQ (Virtual
Output Queuing) microarchitecture and uniform random traffic [20-22].
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Fig. 6 shows the performance of flattened butterfly under different configurations.
Network FB1 achieve much lower throughput (0.46) than others, because it is a
flattened butterfly with oversubscription that connects 16 nodes per switch (standard
fattened butterfly 8×8: 8 nodes per switch). On the contrary, network FB2 and FB3
can achieve throughputs up to (0.91~0.92) with very low latency, because these they
are connecting with less nodes than the standard flattened butterfly (standard flattened
butterfly 8×8×8: 8 nodes per switch, 16×16: 16 nodes per switch). Network FB4 is a
standard flattened butterfly with high link occupation can achieve the throughput of
0.81. Users can perform these simulations by simply configuring the number of
dimension and the number of nodes per dimension.
4.2

4D Torus: 4096 Nodes
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Throughputs vs. Latency: 4D torus with different number of VCs

We simulate the 4D Torus network at the 4096 nodes scale (8 × 8 × 8 × 8: each
dimension contains 8 nodes) and study the effect of virtual channels on network
performance. One VC is used as the escape channel in these simulations. In addition,
dimension order routing (DOR) and uniform random traffic is used.
As shown in Fig. 7, with 2 VCs, the network throughput is 0.51. With 3 and 4 VCs,
throughputs can increase to 0.63 and 0.65 respectively. The improvement is achieved
by reducing the head-of-line (HOL) blocking. However, because of the limitation of
using DOR algorithm, the throughput is difficult to reach 0.7.
4.3

4.5D Torus Network: A Hierarchical Network

We proposed a 4.5D Torus network to show the simulation of hierarchical network.
The 4.5D Torus topology aims to optimize local communication and build large-scale
network with low radix routers. As is shown in Fig. 8 (a), the basic building block of
network is the 8-port router (2 ports for the host, 1 port for I/O, and 5 for
interconnection). As shown in Fig. 8 (b), 4 fully connected routers form a Superblock
(8 nodes). The remaining 8 ports of the Superblock are used for external
interconnection. Fig. 8 (c) shows the standard 4D torus topology built with

Superblocks. Since the interconnection inside Superblock is only for local
communication, we treat it as 0.5D dimension. The network is of full-system 4D torus
plus local 0.5D, so we name it 4.5D Torus.
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This simulation uses zone routing mechanism and 4 virtual channels (including 2
escape VCs). We set the virtual channel’s buffer to 4096Byte and MTU (Maximum
transmission Unit) to 1024Byte. We perform the simulation with a traffic that
contains 70% intra-superblock communication, 20% neighbor-superblock
communication within 3 hop counts, and 10% to the remaining superblocks.
Table 2.
A×B×C×D
3×3×3×3
4×4×4×4
5×5×5×5
6×6×6×6
7×7×7×7
8×8×8×8

Configurations of 4.5D torus
# of Superblocks
81
256
625
1,296
2,401
4,096

# of Nodes
648
2,048
5,000
10,368
19,208
32,768

We simulate the 4.5D torus with different scales (648~32,768 nodes). As shown in
Table 2, the first column shows the dimension length of A, B, C, and D. The other two
columns show the number of superblocks and nodes (8 nodes per superblock).
As shown in Fig. 9, when network scale is small (e.g. 648 nodes), the throughput
can reach to 0.75. As the network scale increases, the throughput keeps decreasing.
When the number of nodes is 32,768, the throughput is only 0.56. The throughput
decrement is mainly caused by the network load imbalance introduced by DOR
routing algorithm. The ability of gathering network load imbalance information is
very important for a simulator. To get heavily loaded devices or paths, HiNetSim
provides detailed performance statistics for each network device and even each port.
By comparing the throughput of each node, the bottleneck of network can be easily
found out. We use HiNetSim to analyze the network load of 4.5D torus with 32,768
nodes. 3D graphic can compare only the loads of two dimensions, so we show the
load balancing with three combinations of dimensions: A and B, B and C, C and D.
From Fig.10 (a) and (b), we can see that throughputs of B, C and D dimensions
have very small variations. Fig.10 (c) shows that A dimension is load imbalanced as
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the throughput varies from 0.2 to 0.7. Some nodes are heavily loaded (exceed the
saturation point of a router with 2VCs) in A dimension and become the bottleneck.
Such imbalance is mainly caused by the DOR algorithm (A dimension first).

(c)A and B dimensions

Fig.10. Load balancing condition of 4.5D torus network

5

Performance Evaluations on HiNetSim

This section evaluates the performance of HiNetSim on a 12-core Intel machine. The
configuration of system is listed in Table 3.
Table 3.
CPU type
CPU number
Memory
OS
Compiler
Library
Table 4.
Network Types
4.5D Torus
Flattened Butterfly
Fat Tree
4D Torus

Experiment environment
Xeon X5675
2
96GB
CentOS 6.3
gcc 4.46
Pthread

Network types and configurations
# of Switch numbers
576 (3×3×4×4×4)
64 (8×8)
320 (m=16,n=3)
1296 (6×6×6×6)

# of Nodes
1152
1024
1024
1296

The performance of HiNetSim is evaluated with simulations of different types of
networks. Table IV shows the network type and configuration of each network. These
networks are in the similar scale (1024~1296 node). All these simulations are using
1024Byte packets and 100% inject rate. The parallel speedup is calculated as:
execution time on single core / execution time on multiple cores.
As shown in Fig. 11, HiNetSim can achieve linear speedup as the number of
processor cores increases. Even super-linear speedup 15.6 is obtained when
simulating 1,024 nodes flattened butterfly. The speedup is mainly related with the
number of LEs: the fewer the LEs, the less communication and cache miss. So, 1024
nodes flattened butterfly with the fewest LEs can achieve super-linear speedup.
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Memory consumption of HiNetSim

Regarding the large scale network simulation, memory consumption is also an
important issue. Fig. 12 shows the memory consumption of simulating 4D Torus
which involves lots of LEs. When simulating no more than 10,000 nodes, less than
8GB memory is used. 8GB memory is easy to be fulfilled even in a personal laptop.
When simulating 65,536 nodes, 72GB memory is used, which is also easy to get for a
dual-processor blade server. So, with good parallel speedup and acceptable memory
consumption, HiNetSim is capable of simulating large interconnection networks.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

HiNetSim is a parallel simulator that simulates large scale hierarchical
interconnection networks with high efficiency, accuracy and flexibility. We use
packet level simulation to guarantee the simulation efficiency, but still achieve the
same accuracy as flit level. To shorten the development time of the simulation on new
hierarchical network architectures, we provide flexible topology configuration,
general purpose routing algorithm interfaces, and simulations of many commonly
used networks. In this paper, we demonstrate the function of HiNetSim by simulating
flattened butterfly, 4D Torus and a hierarchical network 4.5D Torus. Evaluation
shows that HiNetSim can achieve linear parallel speedup. In addition, it can perform
the simulation of 10,000 nodes network with less than 8GB memory and 65,536
nodes network with 72GB memory.
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